THE CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR
CPS Camp No. 111, Mancos Colorado
Unit ID: 1
Operating agency: SSS
Director: Charles Thomas
Opened: 7 1943
Closed: 2 1946
Total number of workers who worked in this
camp: 364

Civilian Public Service
The Civilian Public Service was a program of the United
States government that provided conscientious objectors
with an alternative to military service during World War II.
From 1941 to 1947, nearly 12,000 draftees, willing to serve
their country in some capacity but unwilling to perform any
type of military service, accepted assignments in work of
national importance in 152 CPS camps throughout the
United States and Puerto Rico.

Summary:
CPS Camp No. 111, a Bureau of Reclamation camp in Mancos,
Colorado operated by the Selective Service System, opened in July 1943
and closed in February 1946. In this first government operated camp, the
men performed work utilizing a variety of skills to construct a dam, clear a
reservoir site, and improve irrigation systems to open ten thousand acres
of farm land.
Location Description:
Mancos was the first of three government operated CPS camps, located at
Jackson Gulch, four miles up a twisting dirt road from Mancos, Colorado
in an isolated part of the state. Not far from the Four Corners area in
southwest Colorado, the town lay in the Mancos River Valley at nearly
seven thousand feet elevation.
The people:
On July 1, 1943, eighty-one men transferred into the camp, some by their
own choice and others without choice. If an assignee elected to serve at a
“non-religious” camp, he was sent to Mancos. By 1945, one hundred
and fifty-two men made up the camp. With respect to religious affiliation,
the men at Mancos reported a diversity of religious affiliation when
entering CPS, with a significant number reporting no religious affiliation.
The work:
The work required a variety of skills, including the use of heavy
machinery. The men constructed an earth dam, cleared a reservoir site
and improved irrigation systems to open ten thousand acres of farm land.

Early excavation work at damsite, July 1943.

C.P.S. G.I. cartoon

The night the machine shop burned down.

Dormitories at CPS Camp No. 111

Loading up trucks to head back to the project. [John] Budd Steinhilber in foreground. Man behind Budd,
George Barbarow[?]. Far left is Forrest Leever.

Steel re-bar bending crew. Budd Steinhilber is doing the heavy work on the bending lever (left), while the
Amburgy brothers (Wayne and Claude) in the captain's hats, and others look on.

Heading back to work through the snow after lunch break.

